A Career in Medical Imaging

What is Diagnostic Radiography / Medical Imaging?

Diagnostic Radiography is the production of high quality images for the purpose of diagnosis of injury or disease. It is a pivotal aspect of medicine and a patient’s diagnosis and ultimate treatment is often dependent on the images produced. Diagnostic Radiography uses both ionising and non-ionising radiation in the imaging process. The equipment used is at the high end of technology and computerisation within medicine.

What does a Diagnostic Radiographer / Medical Imaging Technologist do?

A Diagnostic Radiographer/Medical Imaging Technologist is a key member of the health care team. They are responsible for producing high quality medical images that assist medical specialists and practitioners to describe, diagnose, monitor and treat a patient’s injury or illness. Much of the medical equipment used to gain the images is highly technical and involves state of the art computerisation.

A Diagnostic Radiographer/Medical Imaging Technologist needs to have the scientific and technological background to understand and use the equipment within a modern Radiology department as well as compassion and strong interpersonal skills. They need to be able to demonstrate care and understanding and have a genuine interest in a patient's welfare. The Diagnostic Radiographer/Medical Imaging Technologist will also need to be able to explain to the patient the need for the preparation and post examination care as well as the procedure to be undertaken.

The Diagnostic Radiographer/Medical Imaging Technologist is able to work in a highly advanced technical profession that requires excellent people skills. It is an exciting and rewarding profession to embark on and great opportunities await the graduate.

As an Australian graduate there are good travel opportunities to work overseas. Australian graduates are sought after in many countries.

Further information about the role of a Diagnostic Radiographer/Medical Imaging Technologist and what the profession does can be found on the web sites of the Universities which undertake the courses for these professionals.

Is it safe as a profession?

There is a great deal of misunderstanding about radiation. Through their studies the Diagnostic Radiographer/Medical Imaging Technologist learns how to minimise the radiation dose to themselves, the patient and the public.

Occupational exposure of radiation professionals is closely monitored with the use of specialised devices both personal and throughout the workplace.
**How do I become a Diagnostic Radiographer/Medical Imaging Technologist?**

This discipline comes under the broader category of Medical Radiation Sciences. The course undertaken is either an undergraduate course or a Graduate Entry Masters course. Courses in Medical Radiation Sciences are accredited by the regulatory authority the Medical Radiation Practice Board of Australia (MRPBA) and potential students are advised to check with the University that the course has MRPBA accreditation.

**How much will I earn as a Diagnostic Radiographer/Medical Imaging Technologist?**

Salaries vary from state to state as health is a state concern and not a federal jurisdiction.

Within this discipline there are many opportunities to specialise and earn higher salaries through promotion along technical, management and education career paths. Further details regarding earnings are available from individual departments and practices.

**Where can I work?**

Diagnostic Radiography/Medical Imaging Technology centres are found in public hospitals, many private hospitals and private radiology practices and may be large or small, metropolitan or rural. Diagnostic Radiography/Medical Imaging facilities are more widely available than Radiation Therapy and centres may be located in remote areas. The variation in the type of practice is very wide from large public hospitals with busy trauma departments to small private practices or public hospitals.

Diagnostic Radiographers may wish to become involved in academic positions. These posts may involve teaching in undergraduate and postgraduate courses or dedicated research activities.

In Diagnostic Radiography/Medical Imaging Technology there are opportunities to specialise in areas such as paediatrics or in specific areas of expertise such as MRI or ultrasound.

For further information look at our website: [www.asmirt.org](http://www.asmirt.org)

Contact us on (03) 9419 3336 or [careers@asmirt.org](mailto:careers@asmirt.org)